Driving safely
as a senior
Useful information to help keep you safe
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Note: A number of internet links
for further information are provided
in this booklet, so it can be useful to
have access to the internet when
reading this booklet (on smartphone,
tablet, laptop or desktop computer). The support
agencies listed on page 45 will be able to help you
if you do not have an internet connected device.
You can download this guide to your device at:
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/driving-safely-as-a-senior
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Free hardcopies of this resource can be ordered by calling:
0800 822 422.

Introduction

This booklet has information on a broad range of
driving issues that are good to think about when
you’re a senior driver.
‘Senior drivers’ are drivers who are aged 65 or above. Most senior
drivers of cars and motorbikes are very experienced, safe drivers,
making them great role models for younger drivers.
Unfortunately, senior drivers can be more easily injured in a crash,
so it’s good to be up to date on driving issues, as this helps to keep
you safe on the road.
As you age, bodily and sensory changes become more common,
so driver licence renewal becomes more frequent from the age of 75.
The 10-year renewal period begins to shorten when you turn 65,
as you need to renew at 75 with a medical check.
The next age for renewal, with medical checks, is 80, then every
two years after that.
The medical check-up gives you peace of mind that you’re still safe
to drive.
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Bodily and sensory changes can alter quite slowly, and people we trust
may notice changes before we do. It’s good to be self-aware, and it’s
also good to be open to what people around us are saying. When we
encounter changes, we can still be fit to drive. However, we may need to
alter the way we drive, or we may have conditions placed on our licence.
You can find out more about the licence renewal process in the ‘Renewing
your driver licence as a senior’ booklet.
It’s good to be thinking about our abilities and our transport options.
Thinking about the options and benefits of getting around without a car
or motorbike, when we are in good health, gives us the chance to adjust
gradually in a positive way.
Keeping mobile, personal freedom and having the ability to get around is
important for everyone, whether that’s driving ourselves or using other
options. The Getting around as a senior booklet provides information on a
wide range of transport options.
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All of these issues are discussed in the ‘Staying Safe’ refresher theory
course that is provided in partnership between Waka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency and Age Concern around Aotearoa New Zealand. This free course
offers the chance to meet up with other senior drivers to discuss driving
and transport related matters in a relaxed, friendly environment. You can
find out where your nearest course is at: www.nzta.govt.nz/staying-safe
The Automobile Association (AA) also provide a free one on one incar coaching session to AA members (for people aged 74 and over –
membership fees apply). You can find out more at:
www.aa.co.nz/senior-driver
This booklet focuses primarily on car driving. If you ride a motorcycle,
you will find the following weblinks useful:
www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/motorcycles
Information on coaching options can be found at:
www.rideforever.co.nz/coaching
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Being self-aware

In this section we provide some questions that
will help you check that you are safe to drive. It’s
a good idea to repeat these checks from time to
time. If people you trust say they are concerned
about your driving, then that’s also a good time to
repeat these checks.
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It’s important to know that it is illegal for people of all ages to drive
if they are impaired. Impairment can be caused by health conditions,
medicines, alcohol or drugs. You should seek help from people
around you, or your health centre if you notice anything that could
make you unsafe to drive.

Have a look at the three questions below. If you answer yes to any
of these, it is important you talk this through with your health care
professional (GP or nurse):
• Have you had trouble judging distances?
• Have any of your friends or family/whānau said that they’re worried
about your driving?
• Do you sometimes get lost on routes that you know well?
If you visit your health care professional to talk about driving, you may
find it helpful to take someone with you that you trust.

‘I noticed that my vision was getting a little
blurry, so I went to my optometrist and
it turned out I needed new glasses. I was
surprised what a difference they have made
to my driving. I still find the glare of other
headlights a bit too much at night, so I stick to
driving in the daytime now.’
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Some extra questions about what happens when you are driving are
below. If you answer yes to any of these, it’s a good idea to think about
changes to the way you drive (see page 11 Safe driving tips).
• Do you have trouble seeing road signs, markings, kerbs, median strips,
other vehicles or pedestrians? Is this worse at night?
• When you’ve been looking at something close to you, is it sometimes
hard to focus on things that are far away?
• Do you have trouble turning your head or looking over your shoulder to
check for traffic?
• Is it hard to move your foot from the accelerator to the brake pedal?
• Is it hard to turn the steering wheel or reach the controls in your car?
• Do your joints (for example, your knees or elbows) ache after even a
short drive?
• Do you have trouble reversing your car?
• Is it getting harder to judge gaps in the traffic when you’re merging or
turning at intersections?
• Does your mind sometimes wander when you’re driving?
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• Do you sometimes feel upset and confused in traffic, especially when
you’re turning at an intersection?
• Are you sometimes confused about who should give way?
• Do you ever find yourself driving too slowly and holding up traffic?
• Are other motorists frequently honking at you?
• Are you reacting more slowly when something unexpected happens
(for example, if someone suddenly steps out onto the road)?
• Are you getting more tired while driving, even on short trips?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you may also want to
consider talking to your health care professional as they can help with
these issues. They might be able to discuss helpful exercises you can
do, possible adaptations to your car, or they might refer you for more
specialised advice from an optometrist, physiotherapist or occupational
therapist.
Waka Kotahi also provides a confidential online self-assessment quiz,
which gives tips and guidance which you might like to complete:
www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahi-is-doing/educationinitiatives/senior-drivers/hows-your-driving/self-rating-assessment
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Returning a driver licence
Some people decide they no longer want to drive and they want to return
their licence to Waka Kotahi. A driving licence can be returned, although
if you are considering returning a licence it’s a good idea to discuss the
decision with people you trust, or contact one of the agencies named in
the Support and further information section on page 45.
If you return your driver licence and then change your mind, it’s
important to know it’s only legal to drive with your current licence in your
possession. Also, if your driver licence has expired it is only legal to drive
once the licence has been renewed.
If you are returning your licence you should have a read through our
Getting around for seniors booklet, so you can consider what transport
options you might need, and how these could work for you.
If you wish to return your licence you can post it to:
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
Private Bag 11777
Palmerston North 4442
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Safe driving tips

The following tips help with safe driving:
• Drive mainly in daylight hours and when the weather is good.
• Drive on routes you know well.
• Share driving with someone else.
• Consider walking or using other ways of getting around for short
distances. This will save you money and help keep you fit.
• Always wear your glasses and/or hearing aids, if you have been
prescribed them.
• Have an annual vision check-up if you don’t wear glasses.
• If you do wear glasses and/or use hearing aids, stay up to date with
your optometrist/audiology appointments.
• Wear sunglasses when it is sunny and don’t wear sunglasses at night talk to your optometrist if glare affects your night vision.
• Keep your car’s windscreen, mirrors and headlights clean.
• Make sure you can see the dials on your car’s instrument panel clearly –
visit an optometrist if you have difficulty with this.
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Staying alert
When you’re driving, you respond to lots of different things at the
same time. You also need to react quickly when something unexpected
happens. Here are some suggestions that may help:
• Drive during the day, at times when the roads are not so busy.
• Check street maps, or online maps, to familiarise yourself with the area
you’ll be driving in. ‘Street view’, via google maps, may be helpful.
• Look for changes to road layouts, such as roundabouts or one-way
street systems.
• Plan your route before you leave.
• Choose a route that you know well.
• Instead of taking the quickest route, you might want to plan a longer
route that is less busy and has less intersections. Some people plan
routes that avoid right turns across busy intersections.
• If you’re thinking of making a long journey, you could ‘park and ride’,
where you drive to the nearest public transport point and take public
transport for the remainder of your journey.
• Leave plenty of room between yourself and the car in front
when driving. This gives you more time to react and stop safely.
You should have at least a 2-second gap in good weather and at
least a 4-second gap in bad weather.
• The 4-second gap rule also applies if you are towing a trailer,
or you are being tailgated.
• If you are being tailgated, keep calm and pull over slowly when
it is safe to do so.
• As you drive, keep checking the sides of the road and the way ahead.
• Check your rear-view mirrors regularly.
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• The roads can be very slippery when it rains after a week or more of no
rain. This is known as ‘summer ice’ and is caused by a build-up of oil,
dust and other grime. This is similar to ‘black ice’ in winter. Shortly after
the rain starts is the riskiest time – follow the 4-second rule in these
situations.

• Information on winter driving is available at:
www.nzta.govt.nz/winter-driving
• Stay alert to sounds outside your car, such as ambulance or fire engine
sirens.
• Don’t let yourself be distracted by conversation and background noises
such as the radio.
• Tips for handling driving emergencies such as skids and tyre blow-outs
are available at: www.nzta.govt.nz/roadcode/general-road-code/roadcode/about-driving/hazards-and-emergencies/tips-for-handlingdriving-emergencies
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Speed
When a vehicle crashes, it undergoes a rapid change of speed, but the
people in the vehicle keep moving at the vehicle’s previous speed until
it stops. The faster the speed at which the human body must absorb
the energy released in the crash, the greater the severity of the resulting
injury, and there is also a greater likelihood of death.

The faster you drive, the more likely you are
to crash and the more severe the outcome
As your speed increases:

the distance you need in order
to stop increases

The impact of a
crash at a speed of:
150km/h = 30th floor fall

the higher the risk you are going
too fast to react if you meet
anything unexpected

120km/h = 19th floor fall
100km/h = 13th floor fall
80km/h = 8th floor fall

there is a greater chance that
other road users will misjudge.
your speed
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50km/h = 3rd floor fall
30km/h = 1st floor fall

Speed limits are maximum safe driving speeds, although it is not always
safe to drive at those speeds. You need to adjust your speed and drive
more slowly, depending on weather conditions and the road environment.
It’s also important to follow the yellow speed limit signs on curves (see
below). These limits indicate the safe speed for travelling around the
curve.

Examples of yellow
speed limit signs

Driving faster doesn’t
save much time

90km/h

100km/h

Auckland

211km
Tauranga

170min
+8min
178min

Reducing speed by
10% on a 6km trip will
add just 68 seconds.
Other factors have a greater
effect on travel time.

More information on speed
www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/driving-safely/speed/
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Mobile phones
It is illegal to use a hand-held mobile phone/tablet to send or receive text
messages or calls when driving. The best thing to do is to switch off your
phone before you begin your journey.
Some wearable devices, such as Bluetooth connected watches, perform
similar functions to a phone, so this advice also applies to these devices.

What is legal mobile phone use in the car?
Use/function

Make or
receive
an audio
phone call

ONLY if the phone is either:
• secured in a mounting fixed to the vehicle, that does
not obstruct the driver’s view, and you touch the phone
infrequently and briefly
or
• it can be operated without touching any part of the phone
(eg Bluetooth, voice activation or if the controls to answer
the phone are part of the car steering wheel or dashboard).

Use music
or audio
functions

ONLY if the phone is either:
• secured in a mounting fixed to the vehicle, that does
not obstruct the driver’s view, and you touch the phone
infrequently and briefly
or
• it can be operated without touching any part of the phone
(eg Bluetooth or voice activation).

Use for
navigation
(eg
Google
Maps)
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ONLY if the phone is either:
• secured in a mounting fixed to the vehicle and does not
obstruct the driver’s view of the road. Drivers are encouraged
to set the destination before driving and to rely on the GPS
spoken directions rather than looking at the phone
or
• it can be operated without touching any part of the phone
(eg Bluetooth or voice activation).

Note: a driver can legally make a 111 or *555 call if is not safe or
impractical to stop the car to make the call.

More information on legal mobile phone use while
driving and driving distractions
Legal mobile phone use: www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahiis-doing/education-initiatives/driver-distraction/driver-distractionresources/legal-mobile-phone-use-while-driving
Driving distractions:
www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahi-is-doing/educationinitiatives/driver-distraction
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Buying a safe car
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The safest car to buy (new or used), which will
help protect you in a crash, is one that has a
5-star rating on the Rightcar website. All cars are
given a star rating from 1 to 5 stars, with 5 stars
being the safest.

‘I just assumed that all modern cars were made
to the same safety standards when I started
looking at buying a new car. It’s been really
interesting to see how big the difference
is between a 1 and a 5-star car. I feel much
safer driving my grandkids around after
school in a 5-star car!’

You can enter the registration plate details and check the star rating for
the car you are considering buying at: www.rightcar.govt.nz
When you search for a vehicle on Rightcar, you’ll see the safety star rating
and up to three additional star ratings for fuel economy, carbon emissions
and air pollution. If you are at a car yard and you see a star rating on a car,
check to see what the star rating indicates, as the rating could be for any
of these four things. It’s good to know what all four star ratings are so you
have the best information regarding your potential purchase.
People are twice as likely to die or be seriously injured in a crash in a
1-star vehicle than in a 5-star vehicle. If you are replacing an old 1 or 2-star
vehicle you might want to think about de-registering and scrapping it,
as this takes a less safe vehicle off the road and could contribute to a
reduction in deaths and serious injuries from car crashes. You can find out
more about this at: www.rightcar.govt.nz/scrapping-a-vehicle
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If you’re buying a new or nearly new vehicle, it may have an Australasian
New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) safety rating. ANCAP tests are
performed in a crash-test environment and cars are tested against similar
vehicles, so you can only compare ANCAP ratings against vehicles of the
same type.
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Be aware that ANCAP ratings last for up to six years as overall safety
standards are updated over time. This means you should look at the year
the ANCAP safety rating was given. A car with a 5-star ANCAP rating
four years ago might not be as safe as a car rated as having 5 stars last
year.

If you’re buying a used vehicle, it’s likely to have a Used Car Safety Rating.
These ratings indicate the real-world crash performance of vehicles
against safety benchmarks for all cars on the road in Aotearoa New
Zealand and Australia, once a vehicle has been on the road for a period of
time. More detail on the development of the safety standards is available
at: www.rightcar.govt.nz/#/safety-ratings-lifecycle
Safety ratings may also consider vehicles with the best safety features
that can help prevent a crash occurring in the first place. More details
regarding safety features is available at:
www.rightcar.govt.nz/safety-features
Crash avoidance features include:
• Active assistance
• Braking
• Stability
• Visibility and lighting.
Crash protection features include:
• Structure
• Airbags
• Seatbelts
• Restraints.
Some other features to consider include:
• Automatic transmission, so you don’t have to physically change gears.
This may give you more time to focus on the road.
• Large side mirrors that can be adjusted to reduce blind spots. You can
also get special rear-view mirrors to help reduce the size of your blind
spots.
• Airbags. Sit at least 25 centimetres (about 1 foot) from the steering
wheel as this will help to prevent injury from the airbag in a crash.
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More information on buying a safe car
Tips for buying a used car: www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/choosing-theright-vehicle/tips-for-buying-a-used-car
Information on buying a selling a used vehicle: www.nzta.govt.nz/
vehicles/buying-and-selling-a-vehicle
Information on vehicle safety recalls:
www.vehiclerecallsafety.nzta.govt.nz
The AA can (fees apply):
• do a pre-purchase inspection
• do a car history report.
Vehicle Testing New Zealand (VTNZ) can also help you with (fees apply):
• pre-purchase inspections.
When buying a car, it’s always a good idea to take a trusted person with
you for a second opinion.
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Check your car - safety basics

It’s easy to give your car a quick safety check. Just give it a regular
‘TWIRL’ and take it to a mechanic if anything’s wrong.
T
Tyres

W

I

Windscreen, Indicators
wipers and
mirrors

R

L

Rust

Lights
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Tyres
• Check the tread depth. The minimum legal depth is 1.5mm, but the
more tread you have, the better the grip and the safer you’ll be.
• Check the tyre pressure. Correct levels can usually be found on the
inside door frame or in your car manual.
• Look for cracks or bubbles in the sides of tyres.
• Look for sharp objects stuck in the tyres.

Windscreen, wipers and mirrors
• Check your wiper blades for wear and tear (fraying or loose parts).
Clean your mirrors and make sure your windscreen is clean inside and
out.
• Fix your windscreen if it’s chipped or cracked (most insurance covers
repairs like this at no additional cost).
• Check your windscreen washer fluid is full and the sprayers are working.
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Indicators
• Turn your hazard lights on and walk around the car – check all sets of
indicators are flashing.

Rust
• Look for any areas of corrosion on the body of your car.

Lights
• Check lenses are clean and not cracked or hazy.
• Check your headlights, reversing lights and brake lights are working.
Check your back lights by reversing close to a wall so you can see the
reflection in your rear-view mirror.

Things you can check when driving
These things can be serious, so make sure you take your car to a
mechanic if you notice them or anything else unusual.

Brakes
You could have a problem with your brakes if:
• the brake pedal feels spongy
• there’s a squealing noise when braking
• the steering pulls to one side when you brake
• there are vibrations or pulsing sensations going through the brake pedal
when braking.

Exhaust
• The exhaust should be free of obvious smoke and notable noise.

Suspension and steering
You could have a problem with shock absorbers, which directly affects the
steering if:
• the steering wheel shakes a lot after you hit a bump or pothole
• your car seems unstable on rough or unsealed roads
• your car continues to rock after coming to a standstill.
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Noises
• Listen for unusual noises – they usually indicate something is wrong.
It’s also a good idea to regularly check your oil, coolant and water levels.
You can ask your car mechanic about this when you have a service or get
a warrant of fitness. Make sure that you have your car serviced following
the advice in your car manual, and make sure your warrant of fitness is up
to date.

More information on checking your car
www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/choosing-the-right-vehicle/check-your-carsafety-basics
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Medicines

Medicines play an important role in maintaining our
wellbeing, and it is important that we take them to
stay as healthy as possible. Some medicines give us
side effects that can impair our ability to drive safely.
Impaired driving is when your body or emotions have been affected,
usually temporarily, in a way that makes you an unsafe driver.
These effects can come on shortly after taking a medicine, or the effects
may appear some hours later, possibly when you are driving. Pull over and
seek assistance if you become impaired while driving.
It is illegal to drive if you feel impaired – whatever the cause might be.
Impairment can be caused by medication, injury, illness or intoxication
from alcohol, legal substances or illegal drugs.
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Impairment can also be caused by medicines that are bought over the
counter, as well as by prescribed medicines from a doctor, nurse or
pharmacist.
Sometimes medicines interact and the effect of one medicine can change
or increase because of another medicine. Taking alcohol or illegal drugs
can greatly increase the potential for impairment, and these effects can
persist for many hours, even into the following day.
It’s good to get into the habit of always asking about the effects of
medication on driving when you get medication, especially when new
or different medications are being discussed with you. Ask how the
medication might affect you? Are potential effects highly likely, unlikely,
immediate or delayed? Tell the person giving you the medication if you
consume alcohol, illegal drugs or other substances, as they can advise
you on potential interactions and impairments.
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‘I started anti-depressants recently and they
made me feel really sick. It was so bad one day
that I had to pull over and call a friend to come
and pick me up. I never thought about asking my
doctor if the pills would affect my driving when
I first started them. I went back to my doctor
for some advice and she was very helpful.’

If you are being prescribed any of these medications, you should ask your
doctor, nurse or pharmacist about the potential effects on your driving, as
these types of medications commonly cause impairment:
• Strong painkillers
• Anti-depressants
• Heart medication
• Allergy medication
• Sleeping pills
• Anti-psychotics
• Epilepsy medication
• Addiction medication
• Nausea medication
• Anxiety medication.
Before you drive, check yourself for the following symptoms and listen
to anyone who says they are concerned about you. Also, check yourself
for signs of impairment while you are driving and pull over if you become
impaired. Some symptoms are:
• Feeling drowsy/sleepy
• Blurred vision
• Headache
• Feeling weak
• Slowed reactions
• Dizziness
• Nausea, feeling sick
• Unable to focus or pay attention
• Being easily confused
• Slurred speech
• Having trouble forming a sentence
• Feeling wired and overconfident.
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Impairment and medication tips
• Don’t start driving if you feel impaired.
• Pull over if impairment occurs while you are driving and ask for help
from friends/family/whānau.
• Call 111 if you feel very unwell.
• Keep taking your medication if you are impaired, as stopping it could
make things worse, and call your health centre as soon as possible.
• Talk to your prescriber about the possibility of alternative medications,
doses or timings.
• Plan ahead if impairment is a possibility. You could consider different
ways of getting around or ask for help from friends, family and whānau.
• Avoid alcohol and illegal drugs. Ask your prescriber about the potential
interactions with alcohol and illegal drugs, or other substances you may
take, and how this might increase the likelihood of impairment.
• Healthline can provide free medical advice any time of the day or night
- 0800 611 116
• If you are working (paid or voluntary) and your job involves driving,
you can ask your health care professional for a letter explaining
how the medication affects your work. This letter does not need to
state the medical condition or the name of the medicine (although
some employers may request this more specific information as a
contractual requirement). Also remember that any restrictions on work
driving apply equally to commuter driving, or driving for personal or
recreational purposes.
• If you have immediate concerns about an unsafe situation where
someone else is impaired and about to drive – tell the driver that it is
illegal to drive impaired (whatever the cause) and that they should not
drive. If the driver starts driving, and you are concerned that they could
be a risk to themselves and people around them, then you can call *555
or 111 in an emergency.
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More information on medication and impairment
www.nzta.govt.nz/medication

‘I check the labels on all the pills I get from
the chemist now. I felt so dizzy when I
drove home last week – so I know that warning
‘may affect driving’ does mean what it says!’
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Fatigue

Fatigue is tiredness, weariness or exhaustion.
Fatigue is a big factor in many crashes, deaths and serious
injuries on the roads. This is because when you are fatigued, it’s
harder to:
• react quickly
• concentrate
• judge risk
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• drive at a steady speed
• stay away from the centreline.

Many people think of nodding off at the wheel as being the main sign of
fatigue. This is actually an extreme form of fatigue. The graphic below
illustrates the dangers of nodding off.

If you’re feeling drowsy, you may drift in and out of sleep.

In a short 3-second sleep at 100km,
you can travel the length of a rugby field...

without knowing it

If you notice your head nod down or jerk up, it means that you have been
asleep at the wheel. This is a very dangerous situation and you need to
pull over immediately. You should now stop driving for the day. If this
is not practical, you should have a 15-minute nap before continuing.
Napping for longer than 20 minutes can make you groggy and slow your
responses, so try to stick to a 15-minute nap only. Even with a 15-minute
nap, you may feel groggy, so make sure you are fully awake before starting
to drive again.
The following are warning signs of fatigue. If you notice any of these, pull
over and have a 15-minute nap:
• Restlessness
• Blinking frequently
• Yawning often
• Braking too late
• Drowsiness.
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The following tips help with avoiding fatigue:
• Make sure you get enough regular sleep (around 8 hours a night).
• Snack lightly and avoid sugary and carbohydrate filled foods.
• Have a break from driving at least once every two hours.
• Have a power nap for a maximum of 15–20 minutes.
• Drive at the times you are usually awake.
• Drink plenty of water to keep hydrated.
• Check that any medicines you might be taking don’t cause drowsiness.
• Share driving and swap drivers if possible.
• Avoid all alcohol.
Common myths are that coffee/stimulants, winding down the window or
listening to loud music are solutions. These might help for a very short
period but having good quality sleep is the only true solution.
Stopping driving for the day or having a 15–20 minute nap helps. Having a
nap could save your life and the life of people around you. Napping is not
a long-term fix though. It should give you energy and alertness to make a
short drive to get home, or to find a safer place to stop and recover from
fatigue with enough sleep.
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More information on fatigue
www.nzta.govt.nz/fatigue
Factsheet 24, Fatigue: staying alert while you’re driving at:
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/factsheets/24
Fatigue and driving for work: www.nzta.govt.nz/commercial-driving/
commercial-safety/identifying-and-preventing-driver-fatigue
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Child restraints

As a senior driver, you may have grandchildren,
or you may be a primary carer, or perhaps you are
helping a young family with childcare.
Note: child restraints can also be called car seats or baby capsules.
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The requirements around child restraints are detailed in the table below:
Age of child

The law says you must:

Until their 7th birthday

Correctly secure your child in an approved
child restraint.

From their 7th to
their 8th birthday

Correctly secure your child in an approved
child restraint if one is available in the vehicle
(and if not, in any child restraint or safety belt
that is available).

From 8th birthday
to 14 years old

Must use safety belts if available. If not
available, they must travel in the back seat.

Over 14 years old

Must use safety belts where they are available.

Different types of child restraints are needed at different times of a baby
or child’s life. You need to use the right type of child restraint for the baby
or child’s weight and height.
Child restraints should always be installed by closely following the
installation instruction manual that came with the child restraint.
Some general points to be aware of:
• Children should remain in a rear-facing child restraint until they are at
least two years old.
• The best place for all types of child restraints is the back seat.
• Rear-facing child restraints should never be placed in a front seat as
airbags can cause fatal injury to a child in this position.
• Children should sit in the back seat until they are 15 years old, if there is
an empty back seat available.
• International and local best practice states that children should use
child restraints until they are at least 148cm tall, which is around the
age of 11. This is the height at which a seat belt can sit properly across
the shoulder and lap for a secure fit.
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• Always use a child restraint to transport babies but take them out of the
child restraint when you finish driving. It is a good idea to stop driving
every 30 minutes, have a break and take baby out of the child restraint.
This helps to reduce the risk of sudden unexpected death in infancy.
See: www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahi-is-doing/educationinitiatives/child-restraints/buying-and-installing-child-restraints/
frequently-asked-questions/#can-my-baby-sleep-in-a-capsule

More information on child restraints
We appreciate that installing a child restraint isn’t the easiest thing to
do, so we have a range of informative videos which provide handy tips,
answers to frequently asked questions and installation guides. These
videos are freely available at: : www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-wakakotahi-is-doing/education-initiatives/child-restraints/buying-andinstalling-child-restraints
If you want to talk to a child restraint technician, you can find details of
a local technician at: : www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahi-isdoing/education-initiatives/child-restraints/find-a-child-restrainttechnician
www.nzta.govt.nz/safety/what-waka-kotahi-is-doing/educationinitiatives/child-restraints/using-child-restraints-in-new-zealand
Child restraints save lives: www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/child-restraints
Factsheet 7, Child restraints:
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/factsheets/07/
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Planning journeys

Planning your journey before you leave makes
your trip safer and more enjoyable. Waka Kotahi
has an interactive journeys map at:
www.journeys.nzta.govt.nz
The journeys map will plot a route for you, tell you the travelling distance
and give you an indicated travel time. In addition to this, you can also
get information about congestion, roadworks, road closures and recent
crashes. You can also view images from national traffic cameras in real
time and find electric vehicle charging locations along your route.
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A national view of the road network showing all this information that you
can zoom in to is available at: www.journeys.nzta.govt.nz/traffic
The national view of electric vehicle charging stations on the road
network is available at: www.journeys.nzta.govt.nz/ev-chargers
If you are planning to ‘park and ride’ (where you drive to the nearest
public transport point and take public transport for the remainder of your
journey) then you could check your local council website, or visit google
maps, which usually displays a combination of transport options for
potential journeys.
For very long journeys, you might want to consider taking a bus or coach,
a train or a plane – depending on what services are available nearby. You
can save money and time if you book well in advance.
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Tips for lengthy driving
• Check your car by giving it a ‘TWIRL’ (see page 23).
• Look for alternative routes that might be less busy.
• Take extra care when travelling in holiday/weekend periods because of
increased traffic volumes, congestion, tiredness and people driving in
unfamiliar environments.
• Drive to the conditions – whether it’s the weather, the road you’re on,
the time of day or amount of traffic.
• Avoid fatigue. Take regular breaks to stay alert.
• Have enough food and water to last for the journey and breaks, and a
first aid kit.
• Keep a safe following distance from vehicles in front so you can brake/
stop safely.
• Relax and let people overtake if they want to. Overtaking makes very
little difference to journey times.
• Allow plenty of time for your journey and enjoy the drive.
• Allow extra travel time if you are planning to meet someone at a set
time.
Additional journey planner information is available at: www.nzta.govt.nz/
traffic-and-travel-information under the following headings:
• Plan your journey - travel times, roadworks, updates.
• Check state highways - traffic conditions in your region.
• Stay informed - includes ways in which information can be accessed via
mobile phone.
You can also call 0800 4 HIGHWAYS (0800 44 44 49) any time of the
day or night for the latest state highway travel information.
*555 can be called from a mobile phone to report road incidents which
are important, but not life-threatening. This includes non-injury crashes,
traffic congestion, breakdowns and obstructions on the highway. In an
emergency call 111.
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Making your money
go further

Cars provide us with a great amount of freedom and
flexibility, but they also cost a lot of money to run.
Cars often cost thousands of dollars to buy, they depreciate rapidly and
maintenance costs increase as the car ages. Paying for petrol/diesel is
one of the most expensive costs associated with driving a car. Information
about fuel efficient driving is available at: www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/
choosing-the-right-vehicle/fuel-efficient-driving
Electric vehicles are much cheaper to run than petrol or diesel driven cars.
More information on electric vehicles is available at:
www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/vehicle-types/electric-vehicles
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www.genless.govt.nz/individuals/lower-energy-transport/electricvehicles/why-buy-an-ev

It’s worth considering alternative ways of getting around for the following
reasons:
• You can save a great deal of money.
• You still have freedom and flexibility to get around.
• You can let someone else take the strain of driving.
• It’s better for your health (eg walking to the bus stop).
• It’s better for the community and planet (less pollution).

Comparative cost for different transport modes
The chart below compares some of the most common ways of getting
around and an approximate weighting of the proportionate costs involved:
Transport
mode
Car

Fuel
(when using Repairs/
petrol/diesel) servicing

Taxes/
insurance Fares

Parking

+++

+++

+

+++

Taxi

+++

Train

++

Bus

+

Cycling

+

Walking
From this we can see that driving a car is by far the most expensive
option. Cheaper options include buses, trains and taxis. You can find out
about your local bus and train service operators by contacting your local
council.
Only some areas of the country have a train service, but many areas
have a bus service. Contact your local council to see what’s available in
your community. All areas of the country are served by taxi or shared
ride/community transport services, so it’s worth finding out which taxi
or shared ride/community transport services operate near you. There
are a number of driving providers that support senior drivers. Local
Age Concern branches or your local council can usually help you with
information about these providers and the potential for savings in relation
to regular travel needs (see page 45).
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All seniors, from the age of 65, are entitled to a SuperGold Card which
offers a range of discounts on daily living expenses. This includes free
off-peak travel on public transport. For more information visit:
www.supergold.govt.nz
Additionally, you may be entitled to a range of financial benefits from
Work and Income. For more information visit:
www.workandincome.govt.nz/eligibility/seniors
If you have a long-term health condition, you might also be entitled to
access the Total Mobility Scheme, which provides substantial discounts
for taxi/shared ride costs. For more information visit:
www. ccsdisabilityaction.org.nz/services/how-can-we-help/totalmobility-taxi-vouchers
More information on getting around without a car is discussed in the
Getting around as a senior booklet, which is available at:
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/getting-around-as-a-senior
The Office for Seniors also provides a very useful brochure No car, no
problem which is available at: www.superseniors.msd.govt.nz/healthwellbeing/out-about/transport-driving
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Support and
further information
Age Concern
www.ageconcern.org.nz
Phone: 0800 65 2 105

This booklet is also available online
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/
driving-safely-as-a-senior

Email: national.office@ageconcern.org.nz
Free ‘Staying Safe’ refresher theory courses:
www.nzta.govt.nz/staying-safe

All the internet links contained
within the booklet are live
so you can click on them
for further information
on each subject.

Office for Seniors
www.superseniors.msd.govt.nz
Email: osc@msd.govt.nz

Local councils
www.localcouncils.govt.nz
Click on ‘Council Profiles’

Neighbourhood support
www.neighbourhoodsupport.co.nz
Phone: 0800 463 444

NZ Automobile Association (AA)
www.aa.co.nz/contact-us
Phone: 0800 500 444
(Fees apply to access AA services)

VTNZ
www.vtnz.co.nz/contact-us
Phone 0800 88 88 69
(Fees apply to access VTNZ services)
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Primary health care
To access health care professionals (GP or nurse)
www.healthpoint.co.nz/gps-accident-urgent-medical-care
www.health.govt.nz/your-health/services-and-support/health-careservices/visiting-doctor-or-nurse

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
www.nzta.govt.nz/senior-drivers
Phone: 0800 822 422
Email: info@nzta.govt.nz
The following Waka Kotahi publications are free, and include information
that you might find useful:
• The road ahead for seniors - a pamphlet that provides a brief overview of
our core senior driver information booklets:
• Driving safely as a senior
• Supporting senior drivers
• Getting around as a senior
• Renewing your driver licence as a senior
• Road rules refresher for seniors
• Check your car
• Guide to the on-road safety test
• Safer winter driving

To get copies of any of these publications
Email: info@nzta.govt.nz
Visit: www-ak.bspg.co.nz/WebForm/NZTAWN_PB?form=Public%20
Publications
Phone: 0800 822 422
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You can find all our factsheets at
www.nzta.govt.nz/resources/factsheets/category
• Factsheet 1: Cycles, road rules and equipment
• Factsheet 7: Child restraints
• Factsheet 16: Diabetes and driving
• Factsheet 17: Epilepsy and driving
• Factsheet 23: Dementia and driving
• Factsheet 24: Fatigue: staying alert while you’re driving
• Factsheet 25: Vision and driving
• Factsheet 31: Disabilities and driving
• Factsheet 51: OT assessments: occupational therapists (OT) and driver
licensing
• Factsheet 57: Older drivers: licence renewal

Road codes
www.nzta.govt.nz/roadcode

Our postal address
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
Private Bag 11777
Palmerston North 4442
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If you have further queries,
call our contact centre on
0800 699 000 or write to us:
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency
Private Bag 6995
Wellington 6141
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